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Figure 1: Franka Emika “Panda” playing a Doepfer Dark Energy synthvoice

ABSTRACT
This project examines the design of an acoustic presence for non-
anthropomorph robots. The goal is to find out if and which infor-
mation can be transferred through non-semantic acoustic design
and how it influences the human robot interaction.
The non-semantic acoustic design of robots is largely neglected,
but has comprehensive influence on human robot interaction.
This art-led research project does not focus on communicating
simulated states of the machine, but targets a state-free acoustic
design, generated by the information provided by the actuators of
a robot. These could be, for example in the case of steppermotors,
currents, voltages, slew rates, holding torques, acceleration and
positioning data.
On the basis of demonstrations, exhibits, experiments and studies,
this project wants to contribute to a larger discussion between
reference sciences.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in accessi-
bility; Systems and tools for interaction design; • Applied
computing → Sound and music computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
They are moving in! Small devices talking to us, better known as
voice assistants, distributed entities controlling our heating, the
light and the windows, intelligent cooking devices, toothbrushes,
vacuum cleaners, lawn mowers - all these are in between trending
consumer products and social entities. They are moving, obser-
ving, analyzing, classifying us, our behaviour and our environment,
enabling them to provide human-like advice. By mimicking human
intelligence, emotions and animation, they are making their ways
in our hearts and homes. Laschke et al.[2] refer to these others as
“Otherware” and propose a distinct design approach beside naïve
anthropomorphism.
Moore et al. give[3] a deeper insight into the influence of sound
on the perception of servo motors and motivate designers and
researchers to take a closer look on this subject. They also point out
that “it is clear that the subjective ratings are far from universal, and
there are likely many contextual and cultural factors that influence
what people hear”, making this subject especially interesting for an
artistic research approach.
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Figure 2: Robot “Panda” by Franka Emika

SONŌ[1] links sound generation and physical appearance of a soft
robot in an art-led research project, providing an experience on
how these links could influence the perception of robots.
While the voices of anthropomorph or zoomorph robotics such as
humanoids or robotic animals seem to be widely researched, the
acoustic presence of non-anthropomorph robotics gets by far less
attention.

2 THE VOICES OF OTHERNESS
In this artistic research PhD project, we suggest a new approach
for sound creation and ideation for non-anthropomorph robotics.
Based on the natural origin of sounds in artificial artifacts, for
example the clicking sound of a clock, the choking sound of your
lawnmower when mowing wet grass or the boiling water kettle,
we suggest a prototypical sound design toolset for robots, based on
their condition. While it is hard to capture the complete physical
state of a wall clock, modern robots like the “Panda” from Franka
Emika (Fig. 2) can measure their state so precisely that they are
suitable for direct human-machine interaction. In a first step we
check this incoming data for suitability to control various kinds of
sound generators. In a second step, similar to what Robinson[7]
is stating, the influence of the shape of sound on human-robot
interaction is examined.
We expect the resulting deliveries from this project to be:

(1) a toolset to divert and map data to various sound generators
(e.g. synthesizers)

(2) a guideline with findings from studies, conducted with the
named toolset

3 HRI IN CONTEXT OF ARTISTIC RESEARCH
As stated before, these new entities are seducing us with a bunch
of different modalities, which cannot neccesarily be explained by
usability reasons. Most of this “Otherware” are products of business
ventures with the need of monetization. By switching the perspec-
tive between the artist and the researcher, we can approach the
topic in a more radical manner, giving us the chance to create and
examine experiences, touching us as individuals. While engineers
follow a solution-oriented approach, artistic outcomes raise ques-
tions and challenge determined perspectives. By provoking tacit
knowledge[6] through artistically motivated artifacts and experi-
ences, we hope for a deeper understanding of how we perceive

Figure 3: Monolith - the Chromaphone

Figure 4: Signal-to-noise ratio

these entities and in which way this technology should be designed
to be reliable, discrete, and humane[9].
The presented project is carried out at the Hybrid Things Lab [10]
at the University of Applied Sciences Augsburg in collaboration
with the Bauhaus University Weimar.

4 MOTIVATION
I studied interactive media (B.A.) and interactive media systems
(M.A.) at the University of Applied Sciences Augsburg. Additionally
to my work as research associate at the HYBRID THINGS LAB[10]
I am creating experience-rich media installations, worlds of sounds
and virtual rooms. I am exploring associations between mind, eyes,
ears, haptic and olfaction and have shown my work on different
locations such as Chaos Computer Congress, Leipzig, and xCoAx,
Madrid.
This project is motivated by ongoing research (such as [8]) at the
HYBRID THINGS LAB and the sound lab I co-founded, as well as
by my background as designer, creative technologist, media artist
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and synthesizer enthusiast.

Art pieces demonstrating my work are “Monolith - the Chroma-
phone”[4], a turntable-like device converting colors to controlvolt-
ages for modular synthsizers, shown in Fig. 3 and “signal-to-noise
ratio”[5], a multichannel live audio installation, shown in Fig. 4.
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